Abstract. In this paper, we present an approach, based on dynamic programming, for solving 0-1 multi-objective knapsack problems. The main idea of the approach relies on the use of several complementary dominance relations to discard partial solutions that cannot lead to new nondominated criterion vectors. This way, we obtain an efficient method that outperforms the existing methods both in terms of CPU time and size of solved instances. Extensive numerical experiments on various types of instances are reported. A comparison with other exact methods is also performed. In addition, for the first time to our knowledge, we present experiments in the three-objective case.
Introduction
In multi-objective combinatorial optimization, a major challenge is to develop efficient procedures to generate efficient solutions, that have the property that no improvement on any objective is possible without sacrificing on at least another objective. The aim is thus to find the efficient set (which consists of all the efficient solutions) or, more often, a reduced efficient set (which consists of only one solution for each non-dominated criterion vector). The reader can refer to [1] about multi-objective combinatorial optimization.
This paper deals with a particular multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem: the 0-1 multi-objective knapsack problem. The single-objective version of this problem has been studied extensively in the literature (see,e.g, [2, 3] ). Moreover, in the multi-objective case, many real-world applications are reported dealing with capital budgeting [4] , relocation issues arising in conservation biology [5] , and planning remediation of contaminated lightstation sites [6] .
Several exact approaches have been proposed in the literature to find the efficient set or a reduced efficient set for the multi-objective knapsack problem. We first mention a theoretical work [7] , without experimental results, where several dynamic programming formulations are presented. Two specific methods, with extensive experimental results, have been proposed: the two-phase method including a branch and bound algorithm proposed in [8] , and the method of [9] , based on transformation of the problem into a bi-objective shortest path problem. All these methods have been designed for the bi-objective case and cannot be extended in a straightforward way to a higher number of objectives.
In this paper, we present a new approach based on dynamic programming. The main idea of the approach relies on the use of several complementary dominance relations to discard partial solutions that cannot lead to new nondominated criterion vectors. This way, we obtain an efficient method that outperforms the existing methods both in terms of CPU time and size of solved instances (up to 4000 items in less than 2 hours in the bi-objective case). In our experiments, we compare our approach with the method of [9] , which is the most efficient method currently known, and with an exact method based on a commercial Integer Programming solver. In addition, for the first time to our knowledge, we present experiments in the three-objective case.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review basic concepts about multi-objective optimization and formally define the multi-objective knapsack problem. Section 3 presents the dynamic programming approach and the dominance relations. Section 4 is devoted to implementation issues. Computational experiments and results are reported in section 5. Conclusions are provided in a final section. All proofs are given in the appendix section.
Preliminaries

Multi-objective optimization
Consider a multi-objective optimization problem with p criteria or objectives where X denotes the finite set of feasible solutions. Each solution x ∈ X is represented in the criterion space by its corresponding criterion vector f (x) = (f 1 (x), . . . , f p (x)). We assume that each criterion has to be maximized.
From these p criteria, the dominance relation defined on X, denoted by ∆, states that a feasible solution x dominates a feasible solution x ′ , x∆x ′ , if and only if f i (x) ≥ f i (x ′ ) for i = 1, . . . , p. We denote by ∆ the asymmetric part of ∆. A solution x is efficient if and only if there is no other feasible solution x ′ ∈ X such that x ′ ∆ x, and its corresponding criterion vector is said to be non-dominated. Thus, the efficient set is defined as E(X) = {x ∈ X : ∀x ′ ∈ X, not(x ′ ∆x)}. The set of non-dominated criterion vectors, which corresponds to the image of the efficient set in the criterion space, is denoted by ND . Since the efficient set can contain different solutions corresponding to the same criterion vector, any subset of E(X) that contains one and only one solution for every non-dominated criterion vector is called a reduced efficient set. Observe that X ′ ⊆ X is a reduced efficient set if and only if it is a covering and independent set with respect to ∆. We recall that, given a binary relation defined on a finite set A, B ⊆ A is a covering (or dominating) set of A with respect to if and only if for all a ∈ A\B there exists b ∈ B such that b a, and B ⊆ A is an independent (or stable) set with respect to if and only if for all b, b
The 0 − 1 multi-objective knapsack problem
An instance of the 0 − 1 multi-objective knapsack problem consists of an integer capacity W > 0 and n items. Each item k has a positive integer weight w k and p non negative integer profits v k 1 , . . . , v k p (k = 1, . . . , n). A feasible solution is represented by a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of binary decision variables x k , such that x k = 1 if item k is included in the solution and 0 otherwise, which satisfies the weight constraint n k=1 w k x k ≤ W . The value of a feasible solution x ∈ X on the ith objective is f i (x) = n k=1 v k i x k (i = 1, . . . , p). For any instance of this problem, we aim at determining the set of non-dominated criterion vectors.
Dynamic Programming and dominance relations
We first describe the sequential process used in Dynamic Programming (DP) and introduce some basic concepts of DP (section 3.1). Then, we present the concept of dominance relations in DP (section 3.2).
Sequential process and basic concepts of DP
The sequential process used in DP consists of n phases. At any phase k we generate the set of states S k which represents all the feasible solutions made up of items belonging exclusively to the k first items (k = 1, . . . , n). A state 
n if and only if s n is an extension of s k .
Dominance relations in Dynamic Programming
The efficiency of DP depends crucially on the possibility of reducing the set of states at each phase. For this purpose, dominance relations between states are used to discard states at any phase. Dominance relations are defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Dominance relation between states).
A dominance relation D k is not necessarily transitive. However, due to the transitivity of ∆, if D k is a dominance relation then its transitive closure D k is also a dominance relation.
We introduce now a way of using dominance relations in Algorithm DP (see Algorithm 1). At each phase k, Algorithm DP generates a subset of states C k ⊆ S k . This is achieved by first creating from C k−1 a temporary subset T k ⊆ S k . Then, we apply dominance relation D k to each state of T k in order to check if it is not dominated by any state already in C k (in which case it is added to C k ) and if it dominates states already in C k (which are then removed from C k ).
Algorithm 1: Dynamic Programming
The following results characterize the set C k obtained at the end of each phase k and establish the validity of Algorithm DP.
Proposition 1. For any dominance relation D
k on S k , the set C k obtained at the end of phase k in Algorithm DP is a covering set of T k with respect to D k that is also independent with respect to
Proof. Clearly, C k is independent with respect to D k , since we insert in C k a state s k at step 14 only if it is non-dominated by all others states of C k (step 8) and we have removed from C k all states dominated by s k (step 9).
We haves k ∈ T k \C k either because it did not pass the test at step 8 or was removed at step 9 or 12. In both cases, this is due to a states k already in C 
represents the set ND of non-dominated criterion vectors.
Proof. Considerings n ∈ S n \C n , all its restrictions have been removed using D k during phases k ≤ n. Let k 1 be the highest phase where T k1 still contains restrictions ofs n , which will be removed by applying D k1 . Consider any of these restrictions, denoted bys 
n is an independent set with respect to ∆. Thus C n , which corresponds to a reduced efficient set, represents the set of non dominated vectors.
⊓ ⊔
When dominance relation D k is transitive, Algorithm DP can be drastically simplified in several ways. First, when we identify, at step 8, a states
, transitivity of D k and independence of C k with respect to D k ensure that s k(i) cannot dominate any state in C k , which makes the loop 11-13 useless. Second, if we identify, at step 9, a states
, transitivity of D k and independence of C k with respect to D k ensure that s k(i) cannot be dominated by a state of C k , which allows us to leave immediately the current loop 7-10.
Further improvements can still be made since it is usually possible to generate states of
The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition to establish the existence of a dominance preserving order for a dominance relation. If states of T k are generated according to a dominance preserving order for D k , step 9 and loop 11-13 can be omitted. In our presentation, Algorithm DP provides us with the set of non-dominated criterion vectors. The approach can be easily adapted to obtain a reduced efficient set by adding to each generated state components characterizing its corresponding solution. Moreover, the efficient set can be obtained by using dominance relations D k (k = 1, . . . , n) satisfying condition (1), where ∆ is replaced by ∆, and provided that C n is an independent set with respect to ∆.
Implementation issues
We first present the order in which we consider items in the sequential process (section 4.1). Then, we present three dominance relations that we use in DP (section 4.2) and a brief explanation of the way of applying them (section 4.3).
Item order
The order in which items are considered is a crucial implementation issue in DP. In the single-objective knapsack problem, it is well-known that, in order to obtain a good solution, items should usually be considered in decreasing order of value to weight ratios v k /w k (assuming that ties are solved arbitrarily) [2, 3] . For the multi-objective version, there is no such a natural order.
We introduce now three orders O sum , O max , and O min that are derived by aggregating orders O i induced by the ratios v 
Dominance relations
Each dominance relation focuses on specific considerations. It is then desirable to make use of complementary dominance relations. Moreover, when deciding to use a dominance relation, a tradeoff must be made between its potential ability of discarding many states and the time it requires to be checked.
We present now the three dominance relations used in our method. The first two relations are very easy to establish and the last one, although more difficult to establish, is considered owing to its complementarity with the two others.
We first present a dominance relation based on the following observation. When the residual capacity associated to a state s k of phase k is greater than or equal to the sum of the weights of the remaining items (items k + 1, . . . , n) , the only completion of s k that can possibly lead to an efficient solution is the full completion J = {k + 1, . . . , n}. It is then unnecessary to generate extensions of s k that do not contain all the remaining items. We define thus the dominance relation D k r on S k for k = 1, . . . , n by: ⊓ ⊔ This dominance relation is quite poor, since at each phase k it can only appear between a state that does not contain item k and its extension that contains item k. Nevertheless, it is very easy to check since, once the residual capacity W − n j=k w j is computed, relation D k r requires only one test to be established between two states.
A second dominance relation D k ∆ is defined on S k for k = 1, . . . , n by:
∆ is a generalization to the multi-objective case of the dominance relation usually attributed to Weingartner and Ness [10] and used in the classical Nemhauser and Ullmann algorithm [11] . 
This type of dominance relations can be implemented only for specific completions and upper bounds. In our experiments, we just consider two specific completions J ′ and J ′′ defined as follows. After relabeling items k + 1, . . . , n according to order O sum , completion J ′ is obtained by inserting sequentially the remaining items into the solution provided that the capacity constraint is respected. More precisely, J ′ correspond to J n where J k = ∅ and
. . , n. J ′′ is defined similarly by relabeling items according to order O max .
To compute u, we use the upper bound presented in [2] for each criterion value. Let us first define W (s k ) = W − s k p+1 the residual capacity associated to state s k ∈ S k . We denote by c i = min{ℓ i ∈ {k+1, . . . , n} : ℓi j=k+1 w j > W (s k )} the position of the first item that cannot be added to state s k ∈ S k when items k + 1, . . . , n are relabeled according to order O i . Thus, according to [2, Th 2.2], when items k + 1, . . . , n are relabeled according to order O i , an upper bound on the ith criterion value of s k ∈ S k is for i = 1, . . . , p:
Finally, we define D k b a particular dominance relation of this general type for k = 1, . . . , n by: . . . ,ũ p ) is the upper bound fors k computed according to (2) . Obviously, relation D k b would have been richer if we had used additional completions (according to other orders) for s k and computed instead of one upper bound u, an upper bound set using, e.g., the techniques presented in [12] . Nevertheless, in our context since we have to check D 
Use of multiple dominance relations
In order to be efficient, we will use the three dominance relations presented in section 4.2 at each phase. As underlined in the previous subsection, dominance relations require more or less computational effort to be checked. Moreover, even if they are partly complementary, it often happens that several relations are valid for a same pair of states. It is thus natural to apply first dominance relations which can be checked easily (such as D The running time of Algorithm DP using these relations is in O(n(min{W, U } U p−1 )since C k , which contains only non-dominated vectors with respect to profit values and weight, has a cardinality in O(min{W, U }U p−1 ). Based on ideas of [13] , in the bi-objective case, in order to remove efficiently dominated states at each phase, we use an AVL tree [14, sec. 6.3.3] for storing states which leads to a significant improvement of the running time to O(n min{W, U } log(min{W, U })). Observe that space complexity of Algorithm DP is in O(min{W, U }U p−1 ).
Computational experiments and results
Experimental design
All experiments presented here were performed on a bi-Xeon 3.4GHz with 3072Mb RAM. All algorithms are written in C++. In the bi-objective case (p = 2), the following types of instances were considered: 
where ∈ R [a, b] denotes uniformly random generated in [a, b] . For all these instances, we set W = ⌊1/2 n k=1 w k ⌋. Most of the time in the literature, experiments are made on instances of type A. Sometimes, other instances such as those of type B, which were introduced in [9] , are studied. However, instances of type B should be viewed as quasi monocriterion instances since they involve two non conflicting criteria. Nevertheless, in a bi-objective context, considering conflicting criteria is a more appropriate way of modeling real-world situations. For this reason, we introduced instances of types C and D for which criterion values of items are conflicting. For instances of types C and D, items are around the line y = −x + 1000. In instances of type D, w k is correlated with v
k . These instances were introduced in order to verify if correlated instances are harder than uncorrelated instances as in the single-criterion context [2] .
For three-objective experiments, we considered the generalization of random instances of type A where v i k ∈ R [1, 1000] for i = 1, . . . , 3 and w k ∈ R [1, 1000] . For each type of instances and each value of n presented in this study, 10 different instances were generated. In the following, we denote by pT n a p criteria instance of type T with n items. For example, 2A100 denotes a bi-objective instance of type A with 100 items.
Results in the bi-objective case
First, in the experiments, we try to determine the best order to sort items for DP. Table 2 establishes that it is always better to use the three relations, due to their complementarity. Lastly, we present, in Table 3 , the performance of our approach on large size instances. The largest instances solved here are those of type B with 4000 items and the instances with the largest number of non-dominated criterion vectors are those of type D with 250 items for which the cardinality of the set of non-dominated criterion vectors is in average of 8154.7. As predicted, instances of type B are quasi mono-objective instances and have very few nondominated criterion vectors. The average maximum cardinality of C k , which is a good indicator of the memory storage needed to solve the instances, can be very huge. This explains why we can only solve instances of type D up to 250 items. 
Comparison with other exact methods in the bi-objective case
The results of a comparative study, in the bi-objective case, between the exact method of [9] , an exact method based on a commercial Integer Programming (IP) solver and our approach using D Table 4 . We have selected the method of [9] since it is the most efficient method currently known. An exact method based on a commercial IP solver has been selected, on one hand, because it is relatively easy to implement, and on the other hand, since each efficient solution is found by solving only one linear program, this method has much less storage problems than the two others.
An exact method based on a commercial IP solver is presented in Algorithm 2. This algorithm relies on the idea that since the decision space Z = {f (x) : x ∈ X} is included in N 2 , all efficient solutions can be enumerated in decreasing order of value on the first criterion. Cplex 9.0 is used as IP solver in Algorithm 2 which is written in C++.
Algorithm 2: Computing a reduced efficient set with an IP Solver
Generate y an optimal solution of maxx∈X f1(x) and z an optimal solution of maxx∈X f2(x); 1 Generate x 1 an optimal solution of max{f2(x) :
The three methods have been used on the same instances and the same computer. For the exact method of [9] , we used the source code, in C, obtained from the authors. Table 4 presents results, in the bi-objective case, for instances of type A, B, C, and D for increasing size of n while the method of [9] can solve all instances of the series considered. Since the method of [9] is very storage consuming, it can only solve instances of type A up to 300 items, of type B up to 800 items, of type C up to 100 items and of type D up to 100 items whereas we recall (see Table 3 ) that our approach can solve instances respectively up to 700, 4000, 500 and 250 items. Considering CPU time, we can conclude that our approach is always faster than the exact method of [9] and than Algorithm 2 with Cplex on the considered instances. We can also observe that the CPU time needed to solve correlated and conflicting instances of type D by Algorithm 2 with Cplex is especially large (about 6.5 hours in average for instances 2D100). In addition, we can remark that the exact method of [9] cannot solve conflicting instances (type C and D) of moderate and large size for which the number of non-dominated criterion vectors is large. Indeed, the exact method of [9] does not work very well on instances with many non-dominated criterion vectors due to storage limitations.
Results in the three-objective case
In table 5, we present results of our approach concerning large size instances of type A in the three-objective case. Observe that the number of non-dominated criterion vectors varies a lot. This explains the variation of the CPU time which is strongly related with the number of non-dominated criterion vectors. 
Conclusions
The goal of this work has been to develop and experiment a new dynamic programming algorithm to solve the 0 − 1 multi-objective knapsack problem. We showed that by using several complementary dominance relations, we obtain a method which outperforms experimentally the existing methods. In addition, our method is extremely efficient with regard to the other methods on the conflicting instances that model real world applications. Lastly, this method is the first one to our knowledge that can be applied for knapsack with more than two objectives and the results in the three-objective case are very satisfactory. While we focused in this paper on the 0 − 1 multi-objective knapsack problem, we could envisage in future research to apply dominance relations based on similar ideas to other multi-objective problems such as the multi-objective shortest path problem or multi-objective scheduling problems.
